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GREETINGS FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S DESK

We are proud to say that, our institution has earned an enviable reputation for personal care and strict discipline that we follow. Let us pre-plan our own activities systematically to achieve greater heights in short time span.

My heartiest Congrats to all who have involved in this newsletter creation.

Dr. S. SangheethaaS, Principal, VVIT

GREETINGS FROM THE HOD’S DESK:

Dear Colleagues, Warm greetings and best wishes to you and your family!!

With immense pleasure and happiness our CSE dept presents the newsletter QWERTY 2019-2020. Welcome and Best Wishes to all my friends who receive this newsletter.

I take this opportunity to thank all my colleagues who have worked hard for the progress of the department. I wish everyone will find QWERTY more informative and exciting.

I am extremely thankful for the admirable timely guidance and constant encouragement and also support given by our beloved Director and Principal. I greatly appreciate your interest, involvement with true spirit in departmental activities and also I look forward to your continued support for ever.

Regards,
Dr. S. Kavitha Murugesan, Professor and Head CSE Dept, VVIT
Vedavyasa Institute of Technology together with Computer Society of India (CSI); VVIT Chapter, Association of Computer Engineers (ACE) and Association of Electrical and Electronics Communication Engineers (ACEECE) conducted two days (01-02-2020 & 03-02-2020) Faculty Development Program on "Art of Teaching". The first day (01-02-2020) session started with the Inaugural Function by Dr. S. Sangheethaa (Principal, VVIT), Welcome speech by Dr. S. Kavitha Murugesan (Vice principal, HOD CSE Department, VVIT), Inaugural Address by Chief guest Dr. Kumaravel (Professor, EEE, NIT; Calicut). Felicitation by Dr. Jagat Babu (Dean, Academics; VVIT).

The session started with Dr. Kumaravel (Professor, EEE, NIT; Calicut) on 'Effective Teaching Methodologies' and the afternoon session by Mr. P. V. Ashokan (Ex. Airforce Officer, President of Thanal Charitable Trust) on 'Teacher as a Mentor'. There was also a session by Dr. Jagat Babu (Dean Academics; VVIT) on 'Outcome Based Education: Benefits and its Importance'.

Faculties from Various other colleges and Vedavyasa Group Of Institutions attended the Programme.

The second day (03-02-2020) Programme commenced with a session on 'Psychological Methods of Teaching' by Dr. Baby Shari (Professor, Calicut University). The afternoon session started with a session by Dr. Jagat Babu (Dean Academics; VVIT) on 'Neuro Linguistic Programming in Teaching' followed by a session on 'Prequisite Legal Knowledge for Teachers' by Mr. Narayanan Thannani (Administrative Officer, VVIT).

Faculties from Various other colleges and Vedavyasa Group Of Institutions attended the Programme.
A paper presentation competition on ‘Contribution of women in science’ will be conducted on the auspices ‘International day of women and girls in science’ as part of the Rejuvenating club and woman’s wing of Vedavyasa Institute of Technology for its students.

Vedavyasa Institute Of Technology signed MoU (Memorandum of Understanding) with *KELTRON* to conduct training and provide placement assistance to students. Ms. Chinchusha (Training and placement officer), Dr. Periasami, (chairman III-Industry Institute Interaction cell). Keltron project coordinator Mr. Fredin, Senior Project Coordinator Mr. NelvinTomy were also present.

A technical talk on Internet of Things (IoT) by Ms. Shruthi (Assistant professor-Computer Science Engineering) for the faculties of all departments of Vedavyasa Institute of technology.

Episode 5 (12-Feb-2020)

Vedavyasa Institute of Technology inaugurated the Road and safety club on 20.02.2020 (the Inaugral day of KSRTC).

Mr. Vinod Kumar (welfare officer, KSRTC) and Mr. Bijuvelleri (Assistant MVI) were the spokespersons for the event and they launched the official logo. Principal Dr. Sangeetha and Vice principal Dr. Kavitha Murugesan were also present.

The chief guests took an awareness class about Road and Safety to the students of different departments.
Finding An Agent That’s Right For You

The Computer society of India(CSI)-VVIT chapter and Department of computer science Engineering of Vedavyasa Institute of technology conducted two days workshop on Artificial Intelligence by Jaiden John Bose on March 9th and 10th 2020.

Jaiden John Bose is a 15 years old Artificial intelligence developer and researcher. He is also a well known Tedx(https://youtu.be/c9R2_0qjiM4) and Keynote speaker.

‘Happiness held is the seed, happiness shared is the flower’- Vince Lombardi

Ensav club of Vedavyasa Institute of Technology laid earthen pots for birds in the college campus. Principal Dr. Sangheethaa inaugurated the event.

The event ‘Paravakalkkoru Thanneerkudam’ was organised by the Ensav club as an initiative of share and care.

Students and faculties hanged the pots filled with water in the hangers of the trees in the college premises.

The Computer society of India(CSI)-VVIT chapter and Department of computer science Engineering of Vedavyasa Institute of technology conducted two days workshop on Artificial Intelligence by Jaiden John Bose on March 9th and 10th 2020.

Jaiden John Bose is a 15 years old Artificial intelligence developer and researcher. He is also a well known Tedx(https://youtu.be/c9R2_0qjiM4) and Keynote speaker.

Ensav club of Vedavyasa Institute of Technology laid earthen pots for birds in the college campus. Principal Dr. Sangheethaa inaugurated the event.

The event ‘Paravakalkkoru Thanneerkudam’ was organised by the Ensav club as an initiative of share and care.

Students and faculties hanged the pots filled with water in the hangers of the trees in the college premises.

Various Skill Development activities during COVID 19 time period were done as Talent Hunt and Cartoon Drawing depicting Lockdown. An Excellent effort by First year B.Tech students of Vedavyasa Institute of Technology.

To make students skill development and talents to be posted in social media through various activities like Mirror Dance, Solo Song, Mimicry, Mono Act, Fill the portrait given, Code-A-Thon, Sync and Dance Solo, Mappila-Pattu, Tic Toc, Bottle painting, Natural Photography for School Students and College Students dated from 29.4.2020 till 31.5.2020

"It is summer vacation- But do not go out- Stay Home- Stay Safe"

Dedicated Teachers are our Greatest Strength.

Dear Teachers Thank you for your Efforts

Jani Jancy , Shibi Baburaj
Silambarasan, Sabitha Shibu

“Congratulations” Teachers
For achieving 100% RESULTS
In the subjects that you have taught
In Xth & XII University Exams
The Department of Computer Science & Engineering of Vedavyasa Institute of Technology, in association with CSI Chapter VVIT, invites you to the live Webinar on Personal To Professional Excellence in the Global IT Industry
Date: May 27, 2020
Time: 11.00 AM to 12.30 PM IST

The Department of Computer Science & Engineering in association with *CSI Chapter* VVIT conducted a live Webinar on EMAIL MARKETING, Speaker: Dr. Kavitha S, Asso.Prof, Dept of Mngt., GRG School of Mngt Studies, PSGR Krishnammal College for Women, Coimbatore Tamilnadu
Date: May 21, 2020
Time: 10.00 AM to 11.30 AM
The session provided knowledge to segment our customers in to different list based on their preferences to sent highly personalized content. The staff of Vedavyasa and other institutions and student members, industry persons have participated during the session. The webinar was a grant success with 80 participants.

Screenshots of Aluminar meet of first batch of vedavyasa institute of technology. 2004 - 08 batch. It was indeed a great time spent with you all. Thank you for joining.
The third webinar series of CSI VVIT by the Speaker Dr. Kavitha S, Asso. Professor GRG Krishnamma College For Women, with patient teaching on How to use Google class and Moodle Platform during "National Workshop on LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS: GOOGLE CLASSROOM & MOODLECLOUD " Conducted by Department of Computer Science and Engineering in Association with CSI chapter VVIT on June 2nd 2020. Bringing Expert Collaboration To The Classroom live mode. With Participants: 94

the sessions helped the audience, to feel and make them more responsible and valuable on the concept to be applied.

"Black and White Days " Aluminar meeting of 2005-2009 batch. It was a nice feeling of getting familiar faces from our young friends through online to cherish the memories of their days

Webinar was conducted by CSE and EEE dept in association with CSI Chapter VVIT
“GREEN ENERGY – Technical and Economical Aspects” on 17th June 2020, 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM by Dr Anoop Mathew Dy. Manager. MMTC-CSRSouth & NERegion) with finest presentation and with a participant strength of 110 the session was a grand success.

Live Webinar on CLOUD COMPUTING WITH AWS conducted by the Department of Computer Science & Engineering of Vedavyasa institute of Technology, in association with Computer Society of India VVIT Chapter
Speaker: Er.Akshay P K, CODA GLOBAL ENGINEER, CHENNAIDEVOPS ENGINEER, CHENNAI, Date: June 18, 2020 Time: 11:00 AM to 12:30 PM. Er.Akshay P.K had given an awesome speech with a motivational spirit so the students were really interested with the Zero initiatives concept.
Department of *Mechanical Engineering & Computer Science and Engineering* along with *VVIT CSI Chapter* jointly organised a Webinar on *"4IR and Data Analytics in Industry 4.0"*

**Event Date:** *25 June 2020.*

**Time:** *11:00 am to 12:30 pm.*

**Resource persons:**

Dr. Jaget Babu, Dean Academics VVIT  
Dr. Venugopal, Former IBM&HP Professional

Snapshots of Today’s Webinar "4IR and Data Analytics in Industry 4.0" by Department of CSE and ME, in association with CSI chapter VVIT.

Thank you Speakers:  
Prof. Dr. Jaget Babu, Dean Academics VVIT  
Dr. Venugopal, Former IBM & HP professional for your valuable time and knowledge sharing.

---

The Department of CSE in association with CSI VVIT, conducted live Webinar on “Presenting Methodologies for Teaching Community”  
**On Date:** July 08, 2020 11AM-12PM IST*  
National Level Workshop  
Speakers: Dr S Kavitha Murugesan  
Asso Prof & Head, Dept of CSE, VVIT and  
Mr. Shebin K P, Full Stack Developer, GitHub Er, VVIT

About 100 participants joined the programme.  
The value of online teaching with smart tricks were Introduced in detail to all the faculty friends from various Colleges from different states.

---

The Department of CSE in association with CSI VVIT, conducted live Webinar on  
"Exploring Block Chain Applications for Education"  
Speaker: Ms. Cinthia Joy Godly  
Asst. Manager- Academic Matters  
Federation University@ IIBT Sydney, Australia  
**On Date:** 14th July 2020  
2.00pm to 3.30pm IST

An introductory and efficient class by Ms. Cinthia gave the audience an exploring insight to Block Chain Methodology.
Students have actively undergone Online classes, Activities during COVID 19 by COVID 19 Cell VVIT was conducted.

Ensav Club has Initiated planting of Trees in our campus on Environmental Day

Thanks to all Viewers for your interest in reading this News Letter

Arise Awake and Stop Not Till the Goal Is Reached